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Memory in servers and nodes of 
computational clusters

Trends show that we will have multi-terabyte servers soon just considering DIMM trends.

There may be tens of terabytes available on various forms of NVRAM that may almost get you 

DIMM speeds. NVRAM is unders strong development (I think) maybe some initial deployments. 

With this we may encounter a new set of issues that may have surfaced a while back in 

Supercomputers when there was an attempt to construct machines with large address spaces 

(by SGI and HP). However, today what dominates the industry are HPC clusters of lots of nodes 

with a high speed interconnect. Each node has its own address space.

The memory sizes of those individual nodes now start to approach the size of what we had there 

a decade ago. So let’s look at some of the issues.
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Common issues with Processor Memory

- Throughput to the processor
- Limited by processor technology
- Limited by state of development of underlying manufacturing process

- Latency
- Locality issues
- Issues with TLB entries in the processor
- Page buffering on the DIMM

- Capacity
- Tradeoff capacity vs. latency
- Challenge of integration

- Reliability
- Bit faults and recovery
- Bad page elimination
- Bad DIMM elimination

- Future
- Data processing on the DIMM via custom FPGA.
- DIMMs run their own version of Linux ???
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A 2TB Linux machine
- Typically has a high speed interconnect (>100Gpbs)

- 40-4096 cores. Up to 16k hardware contexts.

- Offload mechanisms (Vector, GPU, ManyCore)

- Fraction of memory used by binaries and the OS is minuscule

- Large memory segments dominate

- There is no way to do swap here

- 2 socket machine. Thus 1TB per node

- Complexity of administering the box

- Machine operates at the boundary of its capability most of 

the time

- Fragility becomes a problem

- Often requires use of Huge Pages for full performance
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Gigabytes
Application/Page Cache 2000
BIOS 10
System/Binaries 40
MM 50



Huge Pages
TLB sizes on contemporary Intel Processors

2M L1 DTLB:32 pages per core, ITLB: 8 pages per thread

L2 Nehalem, Sandy Bridge 512.

L2 Haswell 1024 pages. Skylake: 1536     -> 2TB without TLB faults

1G L1 DTLB Nehalem: Not supported. Sandy Bridge, Haswell, Skylake: 4,

L1 ITLB: Not supported

L2  Nehalem:, Sandy Bridge, Haswell: Not supported. Broadwell, Skylake 16 

Kernel 
Use

1G mappings used by kernel to directly map memory.  KVM also. 
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Problem areas
- OOM while engineers are experimenting with setups to optimize the 

configuration
- Difficulty of configuration
- Where did all my memory go?????
- 4k? 2m? 1G? Each size has their tradeoffs.
- Application design. OS expertise needed by application developers
- Strange binaries (GPU??) and unstable drivers.
- How the h*ll do I save my application data?
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I/O issues

We want to write large segments of memory very fast. A 

couple of GB in a go if possible. How do transfer a terabyte in a 

reasonable time frame?

- TCP?  Network stack?

- Difficulty at 4K level. No to mios of page structs touched 

per write. May cause OOM issues...

- But still  like to have page cache support

- Directly mapped storage is useful but the page 

granularity is an issue

- Solve by using arch with large page size?

- Avoid strange APIs like RDMA or RDMAoFabrics?
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Continuous physical segments and 
the issue of fragmentation given a 
base allocation size of 4k (Intel)

Large I/O as well as operations on contiguous arrays benefit from large contiguous segments of memory.  

Generally things go faster with larger data structures.

Memory allocation causes fragmentation over larger time frames so that only 4k pages are available after 

while.

Some kernel subsystem can use larger page sizes while available and fall back to 4k when larger size are no 

longer available.

As time passes the kernel becomes slower and slower. System needs to be rebooted once in a while to keep 

things sharp. Even certain cell phones reboot once a week….

System bringup of large HPC clusters can take a long time
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Huge pages to the rescue?

- Huge pages provide 2M of contiguous memory. That significantly could reduce the number of 

scatter gather entries for devices as well.

- Dynamic allocation of 2M pages from the page allocator is not possible since system memory 

becomes fragmented over time. At any point the 2M pages may become exhausted.

- A solution is to reserve huge pages on bootup. But then the number of usable hugepages may 

vary between applications. So a reboot is required between different loads.

- Huge pages are not part of the page cache. Direct I/O is possible. But this means that 

applications cannot share pages from disk anymore. It is difficult to have multiple processes 

working on a common data set from one file.
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Approaches to dealing with large memory systems

Segmented memory space?

Reserve a portion of memory for the apps, page cache and system operations using  

4K pages.  Maybe around 40-60Gbyte?

The rest would be a 2M page pool. On a 2TB system this will be up to 1 million huge 

pages. We need an effective ways to manage systems with a million of huge pages….

Maybe we can add a small pool of 1G giant pages as well?

Avoids having to deal with the memory fragmentation issue. But a static 

configuration of available pages can cause OOM issue if the application 

configuration is not synced with the page sizes available.

Requires continual manual tuning of page sizes and applications use of page sizes to 

the capabilities of the processor

Gbytes Pages
4k pages 48 12582912
2m pages 1900 972800
1G pages 100 100



Potential Solutions

Movable objects? Garbage collection?

If we could garbage collect objects in the kernel then we could avoid fragmentation so that there would be the ability to 

allocate large physical contiguous segments even after the system has been running for awhile.

Object have physical addresses in kernel space so this would require the relocation of an object. In order to guarantee that 

we can do effective garbage collection we would need to add logic to allow the moving of all objects. 

With that we would be able to avoid having to reconfigure and reboot the system because of performance issues or 

because we need to have a different huge page configuration

Ability to use other page sizes easily. 64k anyone?

Could start with implementing that for the most frequently used kernel data structures.This is  solves additional issues with 

memory hotplug, process migration, and NUMA optimization for kernel objects.

Some patchsets exist but suffer from the fear that this is an overwhelming piece of work. Implementation for xarray exists.



Memory lost due to largely unused 
page structs for huge pages

- Each huge page is a compound page in kernel terms and the status of a compound page is largely 

handled by the first two page structs.

- The remainder of the pages could be omitted saving some memory.

- A 2M page has 512 64 byte page structs. 510 are not strictly needed. 32640 ~ 32k could be save 

per 2m page. That is about 1.6% of memory.

- On the 2TB system with ~2000 huge pages we could use 32G more of memory

- A HPC cluster may have a couple of thousand nodes. A 2000 nodes cluster wastes about 6..4TB of 

storage.

- The fundamental issue here is having metadata for large contiguous segments of memory in order 

to avoid overhead. Metadata that is largely unused will have to be maintained and could result in 

managing the large contiguous block in 4K segments (like THP does in some cases) which could 

cause heavy OS processing.
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A new memory map for multiple page sizes?

- Page structs are mapped via a page table using 
CONFIG_SPARSE_VMEMMAP which is the default on many 
platforms.

- Reserve virtual ranges for different page sizes.
- Certain bits in the virtual address of a page struct and the PFN 

identify the page size.
- Pfn_to_page and reverse requires a lookup to do the calculation
-
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Issues that may benefit from 
some attention

- Fast I/O for large contiguous memory segments. DirectI/O should not update page state in all 4k subpages of 

a huge page f.e. Ability to do effective I/O on 1G pages.

- Huge page support for the page cache

- Memory loss. Modify memory map to have one and exactly one page struct for each page regardless if its 

huge or not. 

- Defragmentation? Movable objects? Lets at least see how far we can go by working on the easy things there 

like the xarray implementation. Had a look at inode / dentries and with some work this does not seem to be a 

problem. Object could be evicted instead of moved to get started. Isolation functions for both already exist.

- Make huge page management simpler and 1G support as similar as 2M support.

- Processors need to support more 1G TLB entries.

- Easier configuration of huge page reservations on bootup including setting up the pages per NUMA node.

- Make huge pages as easy to use as regular 4k pages. Or make THP cause less overhead so that these will do 

the trick.
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Thank you!

Comments and question welcome.
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